Circuit topology and the evolution of robustness in two-gene circadian oscillators
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Many parameters driving the behavior of biochemical circuits vary extensively and are thus not fine-tuned. Therefore, the topology of such circuits (the who-interacts-with-who) is key to understanding their central properties. I here explore several hundred different topologies of a simple biochemical model of circadian oscillations to ask two questions: Do different circuits differ dramatically in their robustness to parameter change? If so, can a process of gradual molecular evolution find highly robust topologies when starting from less robust topologies? I find that the distribution of robustness among different circuit topologies is highly skewed: Most show low robustness, whereas very few topologies are highly robust. To address the second evolutionary question, I define a topology graph, each of whose nodes corresponds to one circuit topology that shows circadian oscillations. Two nodes in this graph are connected if they differ by only one regulatory interaction within the circuit. For the circadian oscillator I study, most topologies are connected in this graph, making evolutionary transitions from low to high robustness easy. A similar approach has been used to study the evolution of robustness in biological macromolecules, with similar results. This suggests that the same principles govern the evolution of robustness on different levels of biological organization. The regulatory interlocking of several oscillating gene products in biological circadian oscillators may exist because it provides robustness.
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Many parameters affecting the behavior of biochemical circuits vary extensively and are thus not fine-tuned. Therefore, the topology of such circuits (the who-interacts-with-who) is key to understanding their central properties. I here explore several hundred different topologies of a simple biochemical model of circadian oscillations to ask two questions: Do different circuits differ dramatically in their robustness to parameter change? If so, can a process of gradual molecular evolution find highly robust topologies when starting from less robust topologies? I find that the distribution of robustness among different circuit topologies is highly skewed: Most show low robustness, whereas very few topologies are highly robust. To address the second evolutionary question, I define a topology graph, each of whose nodes corresponds to one circuit topology that shows circadian oscillations. Two nodes in this graph are connected if they differ by only one regulatory interaction within the circuit. For the circadian oscillator I study, most topologies are connected in this graph, making evolutionary transitions from low to high robustness easy. A similar approach has been used to study the evolution of robustness in biological macromolecules, with similar results. This suggests that the same principles govern the evolution of robustness on different levels of biological organization. The regulatory interlocking of several oscillating gene products in biological circadian oscillators may exist because it provides robustness.

availability, can similarly affect many parameters at once. These observations suggest that biological circuits are not fine-tuned to exercise their functions only for precise values of their biochemical parameters. Instead, they must be able to function under a range of different parameters. In other words, they must be robust to parameter change. These insights have led to explorations of the robustness of circuits in processes as different as bacterial chemotaxis and embryonic development (1, 11, 12, 15, 26–31).

Incessant parameter change and the resulting requirement for robust circuit functioning have one important implication: They render robust circuit architectures or topologies (instead of different parameters within one topology) an important subject of study (12, 14, 15). The focus of this contribution is such an analysis for several hundred variants of a cellular circuit model that has been successfully used to describe circadian rhythms in different organisms (6, 32, 33).

Circadian rhythms are activity cycles with a period of ~24 h. Their phase can typically be changed by light stimuli, but they often also continue to operate when such stimuli are absent, such as in constant light or darkness. In recent years, the molecular mechanisms behind these clocks have begun to be characterized in multiple organisms (34, 35). Despite limited conservation of clock genes (35), circadian clocks exhibit two important similarities. First, the principal clock mechanism is simple. It minimally involves one gene that is expressed to produce a mRNA and a protein product that may undergo further modification and exerts direct or indirect negative feedback on the expression of its own gene. Examples include the frequency (frq) gene in the fungus Neurospora crassa, the timeless (tim) gene in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, and the kaiC gene in the cyanobacterium Synechococcus spp (36–38). This simple mechanism will generate sustained oscillations in protein concentrations only if the negative feedback is slow. That is, there must be a delay between the time at which the gene product’s concentration rises because of its expression and the time at which the gene product represses its own expression. At least two mechanisms can cause such a delay, multistep processing of gene products and strong cooperativity in gene regulation. If, for example, the repression step is cooperative, then repression may become effective only after the protein’s concentration has reached a critical threshold. The two mechanisms are equivalent in that they can cause the feedback delay necessary for oscillation. Unfortunately, it is not clear which of these mechanisms is prevalent in living cells. Pertinent information is available only in some cases. For example, the promoter of the Drosophila tim gene contains the closely spaced transcription factor-binding sites that are indicative of cooperative transcriptional regulation (39). The second common feature of many circadian oscillators is that they consist of not one but two or more oscillating gene products whose regulation is linked. This holds in organisms as different as the fungus Neurospora, the fruit fly Drosophila, and mammals (34, 35, 40–44).
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My point of departure is whether interlocked circadian oscillators may be an accident of life’s history (there are infinitely many ways to obtain limit cycle oscillations in regulatory systems), or whether such interlocking may exist because it provides especially robust oscillations \(^{3, 4, 10, 26, 27}\). I explore this question by extending a well established model for an elementary circadian oscillator \(^{45}\) involving one gene and three of its products to a two-gene six-product oscillator, which allows several hundred different circuit topologies that differ in how gene products regulate each other’s activity. Are differences in robustness among these topologies slight, or are some topologies much more robust than others? If so, what are the robust topologies? Are similar topologies also similarly robust? After having asked these questions, I ask an even more important one: Can evolutionary searches in a space of possible circuit topologies discover highly robust topologies when starting from circuits with low or intermediate robustness?

### Methods and Results

#### Many Topological Variants of a Simple Oscillator Model

The basic oscillator module I use is a Goodwin oscillator \(^{45}\), which has been successfully used to model circadian oscillations in the fungus \(N.\ crassa\). Not only can it exhibit stable circadian oscillations of an appropriate frequency, but it also correctly predicts the response of circadian rhythms to stimuli such as temperature pulses, light pulses, and an inhibitor of protein synthesis \(^{6, 32, 33}\). In this elementary oscillator, a gene expresses a mRNA molecule \(R\) that is translated into protein \(P\). This protein is modified, such as through dimerization or phosphorylation, to generate an inhibitor \(P/\text{H}11032\) of its own expression. Why use this simple oscillator and not one of several other oscillator models that have been developed in recent years \(^{2–5, 8, 10, 46}\)? First, all available models contain unconfirmed biochemical assumptions and are thus no less phenomenological than the model I use. In addition, these others have one disadvantage: They involve many more parameters, which makes them intractable for the purpose of exploring many different circuit topologies.

I here first explore how the ubiquitous regulatory linking \(^{34, 35}\) of oscillatory molecules may affect the robustness of circadian oscillations. I do so in the simplest possible scenario, that of two gene products that can regulate each other’s activity either transcriptionally or posttranscriptionally (Fig. 1a and Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The behavior of each circuit is determined by between 10 and 16 different parameters, depending on circuit topology. Even for this simple system, there are \(>700\) possible circuit topologies or ways of regulatory linkage between the molecules involved. Notice that the system of Fig. 1a (equation 2 in Supporting Text) is not simply a coupled oscillator. The reason is that in some topologies, the feedback of \(P\) on \(R\) is absent, such that the systems \((R_1, P_1, P_1)\) and \((R_2, P_2, P_2)\).
Different Topologies Have a Highly Skewed Distribution of the Likelihood $P$ to Produce Circadian Oscillations. Biological circadian oscillators have two germane features: a stable oscillatory period of $\approx 24$ h and entrainability, the sensitivity of the oscillation’s phase to periodic lighting. The second feature is realized in very different ways in different organisms and would require an organism-specific model. For reasons of tractability, I thus focused on the first of these features, which is a necessary prerequisite for all circadian oscillators. For each possible circuit topology (Fig. 1a), I chose $5 \times 10^3$ parameter combinations at random from a parameter space within which circadian oscillations are known to occur (6, 32, 33) for the elementary oscillator $(R, P, P')$. For each of these parameter combinations, I examined whether the circuit adopts limit cycle oscillations with a period of $\approx 24$ h. Limit cycle oscillations have two features typical of circadian oscillators: they are stable to minor perturbations of regulator concentrations, and they persist over time even when the organism is not subject to periodic driving forces (e.g., light exposure) (34, 47). The fraction of randomly chosen parameters that yield circadian oscillations is an estimate of the fractional volume $(P)$ of parameter space that admits such oscillations. I show in Fig. 4, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, that $P$ can serve as a proxy for a circuit’s robustness to perturbations: Changing parameters at random in a topology with high $P$ is more likely to yield a parameter combination leading to circadian oscillations than in a topology with low $P$.

Fig. 1b shows the distribution of $P$ for those 201 circuit topologies where at least one in $5 \times 10^3$ randomly chosen parameter combinations yields circadian oscillations. At least two features of this distribution are worth pointing out. First, $P$ varies not slightly but dramatically among different topologies. Specifically, $P$ varies by nearly 2 orders of magnitude among circuit topologies. For some topologies, only one or a few of the thousands of randomly chosen parameter combinations yield circadian oscillations. For others, $>$5% of parameter combinations yield such oscillations. Another striking feature of this distribution is its skewness. For the vast majority of topologies, only a small fraction $P$ of parameters yield circadian oscillations. In contrast, a small number of topologies have a large $P$. For example, only 4.5% (9) topologies have $P > 0.02$. Fig. 5, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, shows and briefly discusses nine among the topologies with the highest associated $P$. The topology (not shown) for which species one and two oscillate separately and do not affect each other’s concentration is $\approx 1$ order of magnitude less robust than the most robust topologies. The increased complexity of interlocking oscillators may thus not be an accident of natural history: It may indeed provide greater robustness to mutation than single oscillators (3, 10, 48).

The skewness evident from Fig. 1b is not an artifact of the specific conditions for which I evaluated the behavior of the oscillator. It is observed for different tolerances in the oscillator period, for different allowed minimum and maximum amplitudes in the oscillations, for different initial conditions, and for different degrees of cooperativity in the regulatory interactions modeled.

The Skewed Distribution of $P$ Is Not Just the Result of Varying Numbers of Parameters. An obvious candidate explanation for the dramatic differences in $P$ among circuit topologies is their differences in the number of parameters. For a circuit topology with many regulatory interactions, and thus more parameters, a randomly chosen parameter combination might be much less likely to yield stable oscillatory behavior of the right period. However, Fig. 1c shows this is not the case. Fig. 1c plots $P$ against the number of parameters $k$ in a topology and shows a nonsignificant statistical association between the two (Spearman $s = -0.05; P = 0.5$). Fig. 1d shows a comple-

mentary analysis based on the following considerations. If along each axis of parameter space the same proportion or fraction $p$ of randomly chosen parameters were to admit oscillatory solutions, then $P = p^k$, and $P = e^{k\ln p}$. Although $P$ is almost certain to vary among different parameters (48), $e^{k\ln p}$ can still be thought of as a per-parameter likelihood of finding circadian oscillations in a random search of parameter space, or as a per-parameter robustness of a circuit topology. Fig. 1d plots $e^{k\ln p}$ against the number of parameters $k$. Strikingly, $P$ does not decrease but increases with the number of parameters: The more complex a topology is, the more likely it will yield oscillatory solutions. At the same time, both Fig. 1c and d show that for any given number of parameters $k$, there is wide variation of $P$ and $e^{k\ln p}$. Variation in the number of parameters alone can thus not explain variation in robustness.

Robust Topologies Are Connected in a Topology Network. Much like in any kind of cellular circuit, genetic change in a circadian oscillator can take place in two different ways: First, it can affect biochemical parameters within a given oscillator topology. Second, it can generate new oscillator topologies through mutations that eliminate or add regulatory interactions. This second kind of change is frequent enough to be of evolutionary relevance (49). The key evolutionary question with respect to robust oscillator topologies is whether a blindly groping evolutionary search could ever find such robust circuit topologies. This question is best posed by considering the following graph or network representation of oscillator topologies. Consider a graph where each node corresponds to an oscillator topology that is capable of displaying circadian oscillations. Connect two nodes (topologies) by an edge if the two topologies differ by only one regulatory interaction (Fig. 2a). Such neighboring topologies can arise from each other by genetic change that affects only one regulatory interaction. The question whether robust oscillator topologies can be found through a series of such changes, i.e., through gradual evolution, is a question about the structure of this graph. There is a spectrum of possibilities with two extremes. First, the nodes (oscillator topologies) of this graph may be disconnected. That is, a topology capable of circadian oscillations has no neighboring topologies also capable of producing such oscillations. This would mean that robust topologies cannot be reached from less robust topologies, because functional oscillators are isolated islands in this graph. At the opposite extreme, this graph might consist of one densely connected component, where any two topologies are connected by a path of edges. In this case, stepwise evolutionary alteration of a circuit topology could start from any one topology and reach any other topology via intermediate topologies that admit circadian oscillations.

Fig. 2b shows an image of this graph for 201 topologies in which at least a fraction $P = 2 \times 10^{-4}$ of randomly chosen parameter combinations yielded circadian oscillations. This graph consists of one connected component. (Any two pairs of topologies in such a component are connected by a path of edges.) And not only is the graph connected, its connectivity is high. On average, a node (topology) in this graph has 7.03 (S.D., 2.29) neighboring topologies. The topology (not shown) for which species one and two oscillate separately and do not affect each other’s concentration is $\approx 1$ order of magnitude less robust than the most robust topologies. The increased complexity of interlocking oscillators may thus not be an accident of natural history: It may indeed provide greater robustness to mutation than single oscillators (3, 10, 48).
indicated by a low $P$. Fig. 2d shows an example, the graph including only nodes (topologies) with $P > 0.01$. It contains 47 topologies, has no bridges, and has edge and vertex connectivity of two, exactly like the graph of Fig. 2b containing all circuits. More generally, if one varies the threshold $P$ at which a node becomes part of the graph, one finds threshold values of $P$ for which this topology graph is not connected. However, the number of disconnected components into which the graph becomes partitioned is always small (less than five), regardless of $P$. In addition, for thresholds of $P$ where the number of nodes (topologies) exceeds 40, the largest component contains >94% of all nodes. All this is also consistent with the positive association between $P$ and a topology's number of neighbors, and with the similar $P$ of similar topologies. It also holds for varying model assumptions, such as for lower tolerance in the oscillator period, different allowed minimum and maximum amplitudes in the oscillations, different initial conditions, and different degrees of cooperativity in the regulatory interactions modeled. It also holds if the circuit topologies (nodes) to be included in the graph are identified not by a minimal value of $P$ but through a minimal robustness to vector and/or scalar perturbation (results not shown).

In sum, circuits of different robustness are connected in graphs of oscillator topologies that can readily be traversed by changes of individual regulatory interactions.

Is the structure of this topology graph significantly different from that of a random graph? For my purpose, a random graph is a graph with the same number of nodes as the topology graph, but where the nodes are drawn at random from all possible topologies, regardless of whether a topology allows circadian oscillations or not. I first addressed this question by generating 10,000 random graphs with the same number of nodes as the graph shown in Fig. 2d and determined the distribution of several different graph statistics for these 10,000 random graphs. First, both the vertex and the edge connectivity (as defined above) is two for the graph of Fig. 2d, but zero for all of the 10,000 random graphs. The reason is that none of these graphs is connected in the first place. The random graphs consist of many more and smaller components than the oscillator topology graph (Fig. 3a and b); random means $\pm$ standard error, $\bar{x} \pm s = 21.4 \pm 0.038$, $\bar{x} \pm s = 12.02 \pm 0.053$, for number and size of components, respectively. In addition, they also contain many more bridges, edges whose removal renders a component disconnected (Fig. 3c; $\bar{x} \pm s = 21.7 \pm 0.039$). Each of these statistics in the oscillator topology graph is multiple standard deviations removed from the mean of the random graphs (Fig. 3). This means that the graph is much more cohesive than a random graph. To analyze similarly large samples of much larger graphs is computationally infeasible. However, a more limited analysis based on a sample of 100 random graphs shows that for all oscillator topology graphs containing between 100 ($P > 1.8 \times 10^{-5}$) and 15 topologies ($P > 1.8 \times 10^{-2}$), the mean number of components and the size of the largest component differ by at least 10 standard errors from the randomized graph. For larger oscillator topology graphs, these two statistics begin to approach that of a random graph. However, even for the largest graph examined here ($P > 2 \times 10^{-5}$, Fig. 2a), structural differences remain. For example, the vertex and edge connectivity of random graphs is smaller ($\bar{x} \pm s = 0.85 \pm 0.058$; $n = 65$ for both), and the number of bridges is greater ($\bar{x} \pm s = 2.9 \pm 0.053$).

are connected, because they are topological neighbors, i.e., they differ by only one regulatory interaction (bold arrow in right-hand circle). (b) The structure of this graph for all oscillator topologies where at least one in 5 $\times 10^3$ random parameter combinations yielded circadian oscillations. Topologies (circuits) with large $P$ are indicated by larger circles and lighter shading than topologies with small $P$. (c) Nodes (circuit topologies) with many neighbors in the graph in Fig. 2a show greater $e^h$. (d) The same graph for those 47 oscillator topologies where at least one in 100 parameter combinations yielded circadian oscillations.
time delay caused by either cooperative repression or multistep expression regulation (45). Here I examine the arguably simplest possible extension of this circuit. It involves two genes, their products, and auto- as well as cross-regulation on both the transcriptional and posttranscriptional level. Even for the small number of variable transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulatory interactions, the circuit has several hundred different topological variants. The fraction $P$ of randomly chosen parameter combinations that yield circadian oscillation in any one of these topologies is a proxy for its robustness to perturbations of either multiple or single parameters.

$P$ has a skewed distribution: Most topologies have very low robustness, whereas very few have high robustness. Importantly, in the most robust topologies, the two genes influence each other’s expression, and these topologies are $\sim$ 1 order of magnitude more robust than a topology for which the two gene products do not influence each other’s expression. This observation, even though made in the context of a simple model, presents a possible explanation for the abundant regulatory interlocking and coupling of gene expression in circadian oscillators of living cells. It may be an example of biological complexity that exists for a reason (50); to ensure robust behavior, in this case of circadian oscillations. Such complexity, however, is not a sufficient precondition for robustness. Many circuit topologies are less robust than the most basic single-gene oscillators, and others do not permit any circadian oscillations at all.

These observations suggest that an evolutionary perspective is necessary to understand whether interlocking of biochemical oscillators can lead to increased robustness. If only few two-gene oscillators have increased robustness or any other desirable feature, compared with the most elementary oscillator, can natural selection find these oscillators through gradual genetic change of the regulatory structure of a circuit? To address this question, I analyzed the structure of a graph of circuit topologies. In this graph, a node corresponds to a circuit topology. Two topologies are immediate neighbors in the graph if they differ by only one regulatory interaction. For the circuits examined here, most or all circuit topologies that yield oscillations exist in one connected component. This means that gradual evolutionary changes in circuit topology can generate any circuit topology from any other topology within such a component, without transitions through circuits that do not allow circadian oscillations. In addition, more robust topologies also have more topological neighbors that yield circadian oscillations, which further facilitates such gradual change. Are circuit topologies with a desirable property connected in circuit graphs also for many other types of biological circuits? We do not know. A general answer to this question would be a major step in our understanding of how biological circuits can evolve.

The above results show parallels to studies of structural robustness in RNA and proteins (51–58), where graph-based models have proven very useful in understanding the evolution of robustness. Briefly, all macromolecules of different amino acids or nucleotide sequences that adopt the same secondary or tertiary structure can be represented as a graph. Each node of the graph corresponds to one individual sequence adopting the structure. Two nodes (sequences) are immediate neighbors if they differ by a single amino acid or nucleotide. Many or all such sequences may be connected in graph components that can be traversed by single point mutations without ever generating a sequence that does not adopt a given structure. However, some of the molecules in this graph are more robust than others to single point mutations. That is, random changes of individual amino acids or nucleotides in such robust molecules are less likely to lead to altered structures than such changes in other sequences. Because structure is a prerequisite for function, the evolutionary implication is clear: Robust structures can evolve neutrally, through gradual evolutionary change that leaves a molecule’s structure unchanged. Analogously, robust circuit topologies may evolve neutrally. If so, similar principles govern

Discussion

In the most elementary biochemical circuits yielding circadian oscillations, one gene product represses its own synthesis with a
the evolution of robustness on different levels of biological organization.

The work presented here has considerable limitations. Some of these limitations are biological. First, which is the correct mathematical form of the regulatory interactions among circuit components? The time delay afforded by multistep processing and cooperative regulation occurs in many regulatory phenomena, but its mechanistic basis is still unknown. Second, can all of the circuit types examined here be biochemically realized? Both transcriptional regulation and some forms of posttranscriptional regulation such as protein phosphorylation rely on short signal sequences in a (DNA or protein) target molecule. This suggests that evolution has considerable flexibility in exploring alternative circuit topologies, but there may be some circuit architectures that it cannot “access.” Third, I do not explicitly address temperature compensation, an important aspect of the robustness of circadian oscillators, whose mechanistic basis is also unknown. However, the kind of robustness I examine here may contribute to temperature compensation, because a network more robust to random fluctuations in all parameters will also show better temperature compensation. Fourth, many biological circuits and their parts are multifunctional. By necessity, their analysis often focuses on one or a few functions, and robustness of this function does not necessarily mean robustness of other functions. However, the robustness of one function may allow the network to acquire other functions (14, 58). Finally, and most importantly, which quantitative oscillator model is the correct one? We do not know, because the biochemical interactions among oscillator components are not fully understood for any organism.

A second class of limitations is computational. Because of these limitations, one can explore only a limited number of alternative circuit topologies; one can sample only a limited region of parameter space; one has to restrict oneself to some criteria of circuit functioning (stable oscillations of an appropriate period) at the expense of others (oscillator entrainment by light); and one can explore only a very limited number of model variations. These limitations also preclude precise estimates of the examined topologies’ robustness to mutations.

If the results reported here have not identified one model of circadian oscillations as the correct or most robust one, what, then, is their value? First, they point to the importance of an evolutionary perspective: Although circuits with a desirable feature may exist, it may be impossible to reach them through gradual evolution from other circuits. Only if many different circuit types are connected in a graph like that of Fig. 2 are a and d does such evolution become possible. Another glance at simple models of protein and RNA folding serves to make a second point (51–58). Such models may not have explained the folding properties of any one macromolecule. Instead, they point to general principles important for the folding and robustness of all macromolecules. Future work may show whether the simple principles identified here, great differences in robustness among different circuits and evolutionary accessibility of robust circuits, hold for many genetic circuits.
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Supporting Text

Neighboring circuits show oscillations with similar parameter values

The connectedness of the circuit topology graphs discussed in the text (Fig. 2 b and d) suggests that evolution can readily explore alternative circuit topologies by gradually changing them without impairing the circuit’s ability to oscillate. However, it might be the case that all or most pairs of neighboring circuits yield oscillatory behavior in nonoverlapping subsets of parameter space. If so, a genetic alteration of one regulatory interaction that leaves all other parameters of a circuit constant may lead to a neighboring topology that cannot oscillate. To assess whether this is the exception or the rule, I chose, for the graph shown in Fig. 2b, a large number of neighboring circuit pairs at random. I then determined whether the two circuit pairs can yield oscillations if all but the one parameter that reflects their structural difference are identical. I found that 75% (156/209) of circuit pairs yield oscillatory behaviors with parameters that are identical except for the one regulatory interaction in which they differ. This number is certainly an underestimate, because computational limitations restricted me to exploring only a limited number of parameter combinations. This means that incompatible neighboring circuit pairs are the exception rather than the rule.

P is associated with robustness to multiple and single parameter changes

Two kinds of perturbations can affect any molecular circuit’s behavior. First, environmental change, as well as noise in gene expression, and regulation, which can change all circuit parameters simultaneously; second, mutations, which change only one or a few parameters. I refer to these perturbations as vector and scalar perturbations. I assessed the sensitivity of multiple circuit topologies to both of these two kinds of perturbations. Fig. 5 shows the results of this analysis for vector and scalar perturbations that change parameters by between 20% and 25%. shows a strong and highly significant positive association to both vector (Spearman s = 0.86, P<10^-6) and scalar perturbations (Spearman s = 0.45, P<10^-6). The same holds for perturbations of a different magnitude, e.g., 10-15% (s = 0.83, P<10^-6 for vector perturbations, and s = 0.3534, P<2.3 ×10^-5 for scalar perturbations). Although I used rather than P for this and other analyses, because better accounts for the varying numbers of parameters, the same results hold if the association is assessed for P itself and not for [s = 0.91 (P<10^-6) and s = 0.48 (P<10^-6) for vector and scalar perturbations of 20-25%, and s = 0.88 (P<10^-6) and s = 0.39 (P = 2 ×10^-6) for vector and scalar perturbations of 20-25%]. In all of these analyses, the statistical association is greater for vector than for scalar perturbations (see also Fig. 5). This is not surprising, because perturbations of randomly chosen individual parameters contain an additional source of variation: The oscillatory behavior of any one circuit topology will be more sensitive to variation in some parameters than in others, and the same holds for different topologies. I note that mutations are rare compared with environmental change and gene expression noise. It is thus more important for biological systems to be robust against multiple than single parameter changes. For the same reason, robustness to mutations may also be of subordinate importance in the adaptive evolution of robustness.
Methods

The dynamical system. The model is composed of two elementary oscillators, each of which is similar to the Goodwin oscillator (1), a model biochemical oscillator that successfully predicts multiple features of circadian oscillations in Neurospora crassa (2-4). Each oscillator has three state variables, which I denote as $R_i$ (mRNA), $P_i$ (protein) and $P'_i$ (modified protein, e.g., through phosphorylation or dimerization with a noncycling gene product), where $i=1,2$ indicates which of the two oscillators the molecular species is a part of. Each of these molecular species can decay at a rate depending linearly on its concentration. The synthesis rate of $P_i$ is linearly proportional to the concentration of $R_i$, and likewise for the synthesis rate of $P'_i$ as a function of $P_i$, such that protein synthesis rates do not become saturated if the concentration of mRNA or protein increases. $P'_i$ can either activate or repress the synthesis of $R_i$. The oscillators can be linked through the effects of $P'_i$ on the synthesis or activity of components of the other oscillator. Specifically, $P'_1$ can activate or repress the synthesis of $P'_2$, as well as that of $R_2$. Similarly, $P'_2$ can activate or repress the synthesis or activity of $R_1$ and $P'_1$ (Fig. 1a). I assume that such activation and repression can become saturated at high regulator concentration and that it is cooperative. Specifically, I model all regulatory interactions here by Hill functions $H(c,x)$, whose first variable $c$ can adopt only three values, (+1) for activation, (-1) for repression, and 0, if the variable $x$ has no influence on a regulatory target.

$$H(1,x) = \frac{x^n}{1 + x^n} \text{ activating}$$

$$H(-1,x) = 1 - \frac{x^n}{1 + x^n} \text{ repressing}$$

$$H(0,x) = 0$$

High cooperativity is here just a means to introduce necessary time delays without increasing the number of parameters or state variables. Unless otherwise mentioned, $n = 9$, although lower values of $n$ also yield many topologies with circadian oscillations and a skewed distribution of these topologies’ robustness. In total, the dynamical system comprises six differential equations and can be written as

$$\frac{dR_i}{dt} = s_{R_iP_i} H(c_{R_iP'_i}, P'_i) - d_{R_i} R_i + s_{R_iP_j} H(c_{R_iP'_j}, P'_j) \quad (2a)$$

$$\frac{dP_i}{dt} = s_{P_iR_i} R_i - d_{P_i} P_i \quad (2b)$$

$$\frac{dP'_i}{dt} = s_{P'_iP_i} P_i - d_{P'_i} P'_i + s_{P'_iP'_j} H(c_{P'_iP'_j}, P'_j) \quad (2c)$$

where the substitutions $(i,j) = (1,2)$ and $(i,j) = (2,1)$ yield a total of three equations each for the state variables $R_1$, $P_1$, and $P'_1$, as well as for the state variables $R_2$, $P_2$, and $P'_2$. 
respectively. In these equations, the parameters $d_x$ represent decay constants of state variable $x$. The constants $s_{xy}$ indicate either the dependency of the synthesis rate of $x$ on the concentration of $y$, e.g., $s_{P1R1}$, or the strength of the regulatory interaction between $x$ and $y$, e.g., $s_{R1P1}$. Both $d_x$ and $s_x$ are real-valued and positive. In contrast, the parameters $c_{xy}$ assume only three different discrete values, depending on whether molecular species $y$ has an activating ($c_{xy} = 1$), repressing ($c_{xy} = -1$), or no ($c_{xy} = 0$) effect on the synthesis or activity of species $x$. These parameters represent the topology of the system, the “who interacts with whom.” This topology can be represented by a vector $\tilde{c} = (c_{R1P1}, c_{R1P1'}, c_{R2P2}, c_{R2P2'}, c_{R1P1'}, c_{R1P1'})$, which can assume $3^6 = 729$ distinct values. Any such vector can also be thought of as a trinary number that can be written in decimal form. For example, the vector $\tilde{c} = (-1,0,0,-1,0,0)$ corresponds to the trinary number 0110113 which has decimal representation 11210 and corresponds to a circuit where the dynamics of $(R_1, P_1, P_1')$ and $(R_2, P_2, P_2')$ are uncoupled, i.e., two independent oscillators.

Notice that it would be misleading to think of system 2 as a coupled oscillator. The reason is that there are topologies where the feedback of $P_1'$ on $R_1'$ is absent, such that the systems $(R_1, P_1, P_1')$ and $(R_2, P_2, P_2')$ would not oscillate when considered separately, yet the interaction between them leads to oscillations. This system also contains an obvious symmetry, in that swapping the first three with the second three parameters of a vector $\tilde{c}$ to generate a vector $\tilde{c}^* = (c_{R2P2'}, c_{R2P2'}, c_{P1'P1'}, c_{P1'P1'}, c_{R1P1'}, c_{R1P1'})$ yields a dynamical system with identical topology and thus qualitative behavior under exchange of corresponding state variables $(R_1 \leftrightarrow R_2, P_1 \leftrightarrow P_2, P_1' \leftrightarrow P_2')$. I here explore only one member of each such equivalent pair of dynamical system, for a total of 378 of 729 dynamical systems.

**Numerical procedures.** Circadian oscillators have two key dynamical features. First, one or more *Zeitgeber* molecules oscillate with a period of $\approx 24$ hours. These oscillations are also observed under conditions of constant light or darkness, albeit often at slightly different periods (5). A second feature is that the oscillation phase can be changed by environmental stimuli, most notably among them light itself. This entrainment of the clock is accomplished in very different ways, for example through the light-induced transcriptional activation of the frq gene in *N. crassa*, or through the light-induced turnover of the TIM protein in *Drosophila melanogaster* (6-9). Because of these fundamental differences among different clocks, and for reasons of tractability, I focus here only on the first of these criteria, which is necessary for any circadian oscillator to function.

The basis of the approach I pursue here is to ask what fraction of randomly chosen parameter combinations lead to stable oscillatory behavior of the variable $P_1'$ of 2, which is the assumed *Zeitgeber* of the oscillations. (Using other variables as *Zeitgeber* yields the same results.) I numerically integrated the dynamical system using between one and three randomly chosen initial condition in the interval $(0.1, 0.1 \delta)$ for the Rs and $(1, \delta)$ for the Ps, where $\delta$ varied between 1 and 10. I chose all parameters $d_x$ in 2 as uniformly and independently distributed random numbers in the interval $(0.2/\varepsilon, 0.2 \varepsilon)$, and all parameters $s_{xy}$ as uniformly and independently distributed random numbers in the interval $(0.5/\varepsilon, 0.5 \varepsilon)$. For $\varepsilon = 2$, for instance, this means that the search extends over a hyperrectangle of
as many dimensions as there are parameters (between 10 and 16, depending on topology), where each parameter can vary by a factor 4. These choices of parameter space and initial condition are motivated by the observation that an individual Goodwin oscillator with parameters and initial conditions in these intervals reproduces multiple experimentally observed features of *Neurospora* circadian rhythms (2–4). Unless otherwise mentioned, the results reported here in detail are based on $\varepsilon = 2, \delta = 1$, and one initial condition. However, the main qualitative results, a skewed distribution of robustness, the increased robustness afforded by interlocking of oscillators, and the connectedness of many oscillating circuits in the topology graph are insensitive to these values.

The limited explored parameter range is largely dictated by computational tractability. The numerical exploration of hundreds of different topologies of a model cellular circuit is computationally intensive, because one needs to determine the behavior of any one topology for thousands of different parameter combinations. Given the large number of parameters in even a simple model like this, a systematic exploration of parameter space can quickly become prohibitive.

Except where otherwise mentioned, I chose for each circuit topology between $5 \times 10^3$ and $10^4$ randomly chosen parameter combinations. The upper limit of parameter combinations used here is determined by computational feasibility, because each parameter combination requires numerical integration of a dynamical system. I then determined the proportion $P$ of these parameter combinations for which the system arrived at stable limit cycle oscillations with a period that deviates from 24 hours by no more than 20%. (A higher stringency of 5% yields the same results.) To ascertain these oscillations, it turned out to be sufficient $(i)$ to use a Fourier transformation of the *Zeitgeber* trajectory discretized at 15-min intervals to estimate the period of the oscillations, and $(ii)$ to verify that the amplitude of successive oscillations varied by no more than 5% after a relaxation time of five periods. I also required bounded solutions ($X < 100$ for all state variables $X$) and *Zeitgeber* amplitudes $> 0.2$. Smaller minimum amplitudes did not affect the results materially. It is important to emphasize that $P$ is only a coarse estimate of the fractional volume of parameter space where circadian oscillations occur, because its standard deviation scales with the square root of the number of sampled parameter combinations. However, such coarse estimates are sufficient for the purpose of characterizing the distribution of $P$ among circuit topologies and to identify robust topologies.

**Perturbation analysis.** I carried out two principal kinds of perturbations, vector and scalar perturbations. In a vector perturbation, all parameters of a dynamical system change, whereas in a scalar perturbation, only one such parameter changes. Vector perturbations may be characteristic for the influence of stochastic noise or the external environment. Notice that such noise need not necessarily cause fluctuations of parameters *per se*, but its effects are best modeled by such parameter change. Scalar perturbations, on the other hand, are characteristic for the influence of mutations, most of which are sufficiently rare to affect only one parameter at a time. The control-theoretic approach to the analysis of robustness in biological systems often focuses on small or infinitesimal changes in individual parameters, because such changes are mathematically easily
tractable. I chose not to pursue this approach, because both noise and mutations are well
known to cause finite and sometimes large changes in biochemical parameters of cellular
circuitry.

Both vector and scalar perturbations start with a dynamical system of a given topology
and a parameter combination that yields circadian oscillations. In a vector perturbation, each
parameter $p$ of the system is then replaced by a value $p_{\text{pert}}$ chosen from a uniform
distribution around $p$, such that (i) the new set of parameters lies within the region of
parameter space explored to generate circuits with circadian oscillations, (ii) the absolute
fractional parameter change $|p - p_{\text{pert}}| / p$, averaged over all parameters of the
dynamical system, lies within a narrow and prespecified interval. This procedure
generates vector perturbations where each parameter changes, on average, by a known
amount. In a scalar perturbation, only one parameter, chosen at random, is changed via
the same procedure. For both vector and scalar perturbations of each topology, I
performed 500 independent perturbations for up to 20 parameter combinations that yield
circadian oscillations.

To assess whether pairs of neighboring circuit topologies ($T_1$, $T_2$) yield circadian
oscillations with the same parameter sets (aside from the parameters affected by the
topological variation itself), I chose at random >200 neighboring circuit pairs with $P>10^{-3}$.
For each member $T_1$ of a pair, I identified a parameter set that yielded circadian
oscillations. I then altered only the one regulatory interaction that distinguished this
member from its neighbor $T_2$. If this alteration consisted of the addition of a regulatory
interaction, I chose the value of the appropriate parameter at random (leaving all other
parameters constant) and determined whether the resulting topology yielded oscillations.
If not, I repeated this random choice of one parameter up to 50 times. If none of these
choices yielded oscillatory behavior, I identified up to 10 parameter combinations that
yield oscillatory behavior for $T_1$ and repeated this random choice procedure for each
parameter combination. If, at the end of this procedure, no choice of parameters had
yielded circadian oscillations, the neighboring pair ($T_1$, $T_2$) was declared to oscillate with
nonoverlapping parameters.
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Robustness to vector perturbations

Robustness to scalar perturbations

simultaneous pert. of all parameters (L)
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